
 

 
 

opening ceremony of the Iranian 

French seminar in Tehran 

 

 Warm welcome for the French machinery manufacturers by their Iranian textile customers  

“We will not forget the friends who were there during the rainy days”  

 

On June 6, 2015, at the opening ceremony of the Iranian French seminar in Tehran, Mr. RAEISZADEH, 

the General Manager of the Association of Iranian Textile Companies emphasized that during the rainy 

days, the French machinery manufacturers have successfully done their best to support their Iranian 

customers who, in return, will not forget their friends when sunny days come back.  
 

 

UCMTF/Textile Association of IRAN - Signing the MoU 

 

The facts are that the French manufacturers since 

the sanctions have been implemented have 

maintained sales, after sales support and have 

supplied the spare parts needed. Several companies 

have even opened warehouses to maintain such 

parts and supply them very quickly. The 

consequence is that all the production lines supplied 

by the French machinery manufacturers have been 

running smoothly during these difficult times. This 

was a difficult task because, even if the textile 

machines were not included in the embargo, 

multiple barriers appeared one of the most 

constraining was to organize the financial transfers.  

 

The French delegation hopes that the European banks will, within their legal obligations, be less 

overcautious and do not erect their own barriers.  

 

The delegation of the French Textile Machinery 

Manufacturers was led by their Vice-President 

International, Mr. GUINET and their Secretary 

General, Mrs. CHOLET. Both and Mr. AMELINE, the 

President, had been part of the French MEDEF 

delegation which, in February 2014, included 120 

French entrepreneurs, the first international 

delegation to go to IRAN to reestablish contacts with 

the Iranian business community and meet the Iranian 

associations. The meetings with the Iranian textile 

industrialists led to the decision to organize technical 

seminars in IRAN (as it was done already three times 

prior to the sanctions) as soon as it will appear that 

normal business relationship could resume.  

 

 

UCMTF delegation in KASHAN 

 

 

UCMTF Delegation in ISPAHAN 

 

The French machinery manufacturers are now 

strongly hoping this time will come soon and that 

IRAN will come back on the textile international 

scene. Iran has been well known for its high 

standard products in textiles and carpet 

manufacturing and they believe that to stick to this 

strategy, to differentiate from mass products, is the 

right choice. Therefore the Iranian textile 

industrialists have to invest in state of the art 

technologies, they are ready to do it and, in fact, 

they have already very precise plans.  

 

 

Thanks to the help of the Iranian textile association and the interested Iranian Chambers of Commerce 

and Industry, the French participants have shown their offers this June 2015 not in TEHRAN only but in 

many other production centers of the country: KASHAN, ISPAHAN and YAZD.  

 

 

 



 

The four seminars gathered a very large audience in the respective four cities. The industrialists were 

very interested by the machines and services presented by NSC SCHLUMBERGER (long fiber spinning 

lines), LAROCHE (nonwovens and recycling), SUPERBA (heat setting processes for the carpet industry), 

AESA (air engineering of textile plants), STÄUBLI (high speed weaving technologies), DOLLFUS & 

MULLER (finishing endless felts and conveyor belts) and ROLLIN-TRELLEBORG (rubber felts for 

compressive shrinking).  

 

New technologies, after sales services and spare parts availability were the main topics of the seminars, B 

to B meetings in parallel with the seminars and special individual contacts in other cities of the country 

after the seminars.  

 

Thanks to the contacts established to organize these seminars a Memorandum of Understanding was 

signed between the two organizations to strengthen their ties on a long term basis.  

 

 


